Activation of a truncated PR-1 promoter by endogenous enhancers in transgenic plants.
PR-1 genes are induced by various environmental stimuli such as pathogen attack or exposure of the plants to certain chemicals. To examine the regulation of these genes, the 5' flanking regions of the PR-la gene and of two PR-1 pseudogenes were joined by a transcriptional fusion to the Escherichia coli beta-glucuronidase (GUS) gene. These constructs were stably integrated into the tobacco genome and independent primary transformants were monitored for the expression of the reporter gene. Unexpectedly, out of 55 transformants analysed, four plants exhibited considerable GUS activities without any inductive treatment of the plants. Expression of the endogenous PR-1 genes, however, could not be detected in these plants. Primer extension analyses revealed correct initiation of the PR1/GUS hybrid transcripts from the PR-1a TATA box. When the plants were analysed at the cellular level, clear differences regarding the tissue specificity of expression of the reporter gene were observed. These results strongly suggest that the PR1/GUS hybrid promoter expression cassettes may be activated when integrated in the vicinity of heterologous enhancer elements dispersed in the tobacco genome. In order to support this hypothesis, domain B of the enhancer of the 35S RNA promoter from cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) was fused to various PR1/GUS hybrid genes upstream as well as downstream from the RNA start site. These constructs were stably introduced into the tobacco genome. In any primary transformant analysed, strong GUS activities were observed with the PR1/GUS hybrid RNAs originating from the normal transcription start site of the PR-1a gene. The tissue specificity of gene expression was identical to that described previously for the CaMV 35S domain B enhancer element. Thus, modulations of the transcriptional activity of the PR-1 promoter can be achieved by heterologous enhancers in transgenic plants and may be encountered upon random integration of PR-1 promoter constructs into the tobacco genome.